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1. Introduction. In order to construct the inverse mapping of the
period mapping for the primitive form for the semi-universal deformation of
a simple elliptic singularity, K. Saito introduced in [5] the "fiat structure" for
the extended affine root system. In section 3, we construct explicitly the fiat
theta invariants in the case of type E6 using the Jacobi form introduced by
WirthmOller [7]. Combining the results of Kato [3], Noumi [4] (explicit de-
scription of the fiat coordinates), this gives an answer to Jacobi’s inversion
problem (up to linear isomorphism) of this period mapping for a simple ellip-
tic singularity of type 6 (see also [6]). The details will be published else-
where.

2. Jaeobi form. Dc is a (complexified) Cartan subalgebra for a fixed
simple Lie algebra of rank D*c Homc(Dc, C). R v" the set of coroots.
W" Weyl group. Q(RV) the Z-span of R v. (, }" the Killing form normal-
ized as (a, a} 2 for the highest root a. We identify Dc with ) via (, }.
A symmetric tensor

(2.i) (R) -8/+ + (R)
i=i

is defined on H c x C (v, z, t), where H ": {v C ;Imv > 0},
is an orthonormal basis of )*c. The symbol e(x) denotes exp(2rc v/- lx).

Definition 2.1. A Jacobi form of weight k and index m (k, m Z) is a

holomorphic function (fl H x c x C-- C satisfying
1

1) 9(v, z + /] + pv, t--- <p, /> v- </, z>) (v, z, t) for any
p V(RV),

2) (v, w(z), t) (r, z, t) for any w W,
3) (r, z, t +a) e(-- ma)9(v, z, t) for any a C,

(av+ b z c<z,z) )4) q cr + d cv q: d t + 2(cr + d) (cv + d)p(v, z, t) for any

(a b) SL(2 Z)
c d

5) q has a Fourier series expansion of the form
e(-- rot) E .(z)q (q e(v))

with Cn(Z) 0 /f n < 0.
The vector space of all Jacobi forms of weight k and index m is denoted

by ]k,m" Put
(2.2) J** @ Jk,m, M, @ Jk,o.

k,mZ kZ


